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Wiggle It Jiggleit is back for more in
Saturday’s $225,000 Ewart Memorial
By Jay Bergman
The $225,000 Jim Ewart Memorial could
be the race of the year for the aged pacing set
as the post draw put the leading horses on
the outside of the starting gate. That Wiggle
It Jiggleit, the current division leader and
top ranked horse in North America, drew
post eight with Always B Miki (post six) and
Freaky Feet Pete (post nine) also signed on
assures the Scioto Downs crowd will witness
a championship race.
For George Teague Jr., post eight won’t be a
deterrent nor will the size of the track or the
quality of the field.
“He has raced more than 40 times (46 to
be exact) in his career and I can tell you he’s
never gone a bad race. Sure he’s been beaten
on occasion, but he has always showed up,”
Teague said on Wednesday.
“We kept him in Canada after the Pacing
Derby because it was a shorter ship for him
to Ohio,” Teague said. “He trained lightly this
morning (Wednesday) and Clyde (Francis)
said he was sharp.”
The amazing saga of Wiggle It Jiggleit adds
a new chapter with each passing race and
his wire-to-wire victory in the rich Canadian Pacing Derby exemplified how great the
4-year-old gelding truly is.
“I think Montrell has gotten a lot more confidence in the horse as the season has gone on,”
said Teague of his son and Wiggle It Jiggleit’s
driver.
Wiggle It Jiggleit has won 12 of 19 starts this
year with nearly $1.3 million in the bank in
2016.
Saturday’s Ewart will certainly test Wiggle

Derick Giwner

Wiggle It Jiggleit must overcome post eight
on Saturday at Scioto Downs.

It Jiggleit’s resolve as the post position tables
are turned on him. Always B Miki ships to
Scioto and picks up a new driver. With David
Miller at Mohawk, Brett Miller gets the call
behind the 5-year-old. Always B Miki had
dominated this group in July, but August
was not a kind month for the Jimmy Taktertrained stallion. He finished fourth in the
Haughton on Hambletonian Day and then
couldn’t overcome post eight in both the Dan
Patch and Canadian Pacing Derby, losing both
times to Wiggle It Jiggleit, his rival that drew
post one in both events.
Always B Miki certainly lost little of his
reputation racing overland in the Canadian
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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Can Always B Miki or Freaky Feet Pete down Wiggle It Jiggleit?
CONTINUED from page 1

Pacing Derby for a majority of the mile, yet
losing by just under two lengths at the wire.
Freaky Feet Pete went some amazing
trips at Pocono and The Meadowlands at the
outset of the summer campaign but lost his
edge to some degree. Trainer Larry Rheinheimer gave his 4-year-old some time off and
Freaky Feet Pete responded in his return to
the races with a 1:48 4/5 victory at Hoosier
Park last Friday. Trace Tetrick once again
has the call, but with post nine it could be a
daunting task.
All Bets Off has been knocking heads with
many in this division with regularity and he

along with Wiggle It Jiggleit are two in the
field that will be making their 20th starts
of the season in the Ewart. All Bets Off
has only three wins to show for his efforts,
but the veteran son of Bettor’s Delight has
now pushed his career bankroll above the
$2 million plateau. A strong closing fourth
in the Canadian Pacing Derby was not a
surprise for All Bets Off, who trailed coming
into the final bend. Matt Kakaley will guide
All Bets Off from post two.
Dealt A Winner dealt an upset to Wiggle
It Jiggleit in last year’s Cane Pace and the
4-year-old by Cams Card Shark may be
rounding into that type of form once again
for trainer Mark Silva. Third after saving

ground in the Canadian Pacing Derby, Dealt
A Winner drew post four in the Ewart.
Trainer Chris Oakes ships in with Luck
Be Withyou. The son of Western Ideal drew
post five and has exhibited tremendous early
speed of late, including a victory over Mel
Mara last Saturday night at Pocono. Eric
Goodell is listed to drive Luck Be Withyou.
Rounding out the field for the Ewart are
a pair from the Steve Elliott stable in Rockeyed Optimist (post one) and Artistic Major
(post three), and Americanprimetime (post
seven).
Scioto’s 13-race program kicks off at 6:30
p.m. with the $100,000 Chip Noble Memorial
for aged trotters co-featured on the card.

Right where he belongs, Foiled Again continues his racing career
EDITOR’S EYE
By Derick Giwner
@DRFHarness
It seems like only yesterday that Foiled
Again was racing against and beating the
best older pacers in North America. Now
in his 11th year of on-track duty, Standardbred racing’s all time leader in earnings has
clearly lost a few steps, but those calling for
his immediate retirement on social media
are simply missing what has made the son
of Dragon Again the great horse that he has
been for a decade.
Foiled Again is a true racehorse and his
place is on the track.
I can only think of three legitimate reasons
for a horse to retire:
1--Lameness/Sickness
2--Not earning money
3--Breeding opportunity
Anyone who has been watching Foiled
Again race can plainly see that he looks the
same as in past years. There is no hitch in
his step and there is no chance trainer Ron
Burke would send him to the track week after
week if the 12-year-old was hurting.
“He’s a happy horse and he likes to race,”
said co-owner Mark Weaver.
While Foiled Again has seen his earnings
dip, it’s not like he is embarassing himself. In
18 starts this year he has only missed a check
(finished worse than fifth) twice and has nine
top-three finishes during the year,
There is no denying that Foiled Again’s
earning power has decreased dramatically
over the last four years. In 2013 he took home
$1,404,984 for owners Burke Racing Stable,
Weaver Bruscemi and JJk Stable, but has
seen his yearly totals dip to $863,563 in 2014,
$436,207 in 2015 and finally $71,270 this year.
Some point to the huge drop-off and say
Foiled Again is tarnishing his reputation,
but what owner wouldn’t take a potential
$100,000 season from their horse?

Although Burke has said all along that
Foiled Again loves racing and will stay on
the track until mandatory retirement at age
15, I can’t help but think his 2016 campaign
almost seems like a retirement tour, like
watching Mariano Rivera go from ballpark
to ballpark getting honored.
The gelding has visited Yonkers Raceway,
Pocono Downs, Harrah’s Philly, Northfield
Park, The Meadows, Scioto Downs, Charlottetown Driving Park, and Batavia Downs
so far this year.
“I would think it is kind of a retirement
tour, but if you ask Ronnie (Burke), he has
been quoted many times saying that he’ll
race through his 14-year-old season,” said
Weaver. “We are not racing for the money.
If that was the case we wouldn’t be shipping
him all over the country. We are trying to
showcase him because he is the best aged
pacer that ever lived.”
Last week he finished a good second behind
a fast horse in Fireyourguns in a 1:53 2/5 mile
at Batavia. With Jim Morrill Jr. in the bike,
the seven-time millionaire was in a dull outer
flow and sprinted home willingly in 27 2/5.
That final quarter was hardly representative
of a horse that didn’t want to be on the track.
Did you ever think that perhaps Foiled
Again likes racing much more than he likes
being turned out? Maybe, similar to an aging
veteran ballplayer, he just enjoys being on
the playing field more than sitting on the
sidelines?
Foiled Again possesses that rare combination of speed, talent, guts and a will to win
that separates the great horses from the
merely good horses. He is no less of a horse
now than he was one, two or three years ago.
He is just a bit slower.
With advances in science, many people will
tell you that, “60 is the new 50.” Well, maybe
12 is the new 8 when it comes to horse ages.
At any rate, Foiled Again is in-to-go at
Yonkers in the 12th race on Saturday night.
The New York faithful will get another look
at the perhaps the most durable horse in the
history of the sport. His record--264-88-6240--speaks for itself and the fact that he sits

Ken Weingartner/USTA

Foiled Again looks to build on his
$7,410,258 career earnings total with a
win on Saturday at Yonkers Raceway.

more than $3 million ahead of Gallo Blue
Chip as the richest standardbred in history
at $7,410,258 is amazing as well.
“We are still hoping he puts it all together
and takes one last run at the big ones,” said
Weaver. “He means more to us than any
other horse. I still love watching him race.”
Foiled Again has nothing left to prove
on the track. Win or lose, let’s simply try to
enjoy watching him do what he does best and
stop worrying about tarnishing his legacy
or lessoning his stature. He is a great horse
and nothing he does going forward is going to
change that fact.
#FoiledAgainForever

Patton looks to take charge in Hawthorne’s Night of Champions
By Neil Milbert
This year’s champion trainer and champion driver on the Illinois county fair circuit
will move up to the big-time Saturday night
when their horses compete in the main event
in Illinois harness racing, Hawthorne Race
Course’s Night of Champions.
Trainer Roshun Trigg will have four trotters competing in three of the five Illinoisbred championship races for trotters and
three of them will be driven by Jamaica
Patton, who also will be driving for trainer
Nick Giberson in one of the six championship
races for pacers.
Total purse money for the 11 championship races on the 12-race card is $850,000. It’s
significantly lower than both the amounts
that were annually offered at Balmoral Park
on American-National night, when some
of North America’s leading Standardbreds
were on display, and on Super Night, hitherto
the showcase event for Illinois-breds.
But now that Balmoral and its sister track,
Maywood Park, have gone out of business,
Hawthorne has the only harness meeting in
the Chicago metropolitan area and it has no
races of comparable stature.
With the 2016 sulky season limited to one
month at the start of the year and the current
4-1/2 month meeting that will end Sept. 25,
the importance of the Illinois county fair
circuit and the State Fairs at Springfield and
DuQuoin have increased greatly for pursehungry owners, trainers and drivers.
“We went to all of them,” said Patton,
speaking for himself and Triggs, a pair
of native Mississippians who use the fair-

grounds at Springfield as their training base.
“We have about 27 head and we took at least
10 to every fair.”
The 35-year-old Patton recorded the two
biggest triumphs of his career at Balmoral
on Super Night in the $100,000-plus Lady Ann
Reed for 3-year-old filly trotters, winning in
2008 with 40-1 longshot My Birthday and in
2011 with Maple Grove Shaelyn.
On Saturday night his best chance to make
it to the winner’s circle appears to be when
he will drive Lous Credit Report for Trigg
and Flacco Family Farms in the $75,000 Fox
Valley Flan for 2-year-old filly trotters. After
winning four of her six starts at the county
fairs she finished out of the money in her first
two pari-mutuel races during the Springfield
State Fair mini-meeting, but then made a
stellar Hawthorne debut on Sept. 1, capturing the fourth leg of the Flan preliminaries
by 4-3/4 lengths.
In the $75,000 Kadabra for 2-year-old
colts and gelding trotters, Trigg and Flacco
Family Farms will be represented by two
geldings coming off preliminary leg victories. Patton will stay in the sulky when
Lougazi tries to extend his winning streak to
four races, while Pat Curtin will replace him
as the driver of Louscipher.
Flacco Family Farms, Trigg and Patton
will be in quest of a major upset with Bands
Ariston in the $75,000 Erwin F. Dygert
Memorial for 3-year-old colt and gelding
trotters. Bands Ariston was a compelling
winner of the County Fair Championship
race at DuQuoin on Aug. 27, but a week later
at Hawthorne he was ninth in the last of the
Dygert’s preliminary legs.

Patton will be at the reins of another
underdog, True To My Heart, when he and
Giberson attempt to pull off one of the night’s
biggest surprises in the $100,000 Plum Peachy
for 3-year-old filly pacers.
Co-featured on the Hawthorne card along
with the Lady Ann and Plum Peachy are
three other $100,000 races.
Incredible Finale for 2-year-old colt and
gelding pacers—Gabe Henry has excelled at
both of the State Fairs and at Hawthorne for
trainer Thomas Graham Jr. and driver Todd
Warren in compiling an eight-race résumé
consisting of six wins and two places. The top
threat appears to be Sporty Redhot, 5-for-8
for trainer Kimberly Roth and driver Matt
Krueger.
Incredible Tilly for 2-year-old filly
pacers—Following a loss in her first start,
My Kind of Dance has won five straight for
trainer Alex Adam and Hawthorne’s leading
driver, Casey Leonard. Her most dangerous
adversaries appear to be Princess Sage and
Razzleme Dazzleme.
Robert F. Carey Memorial for 3-yearold colt and gelding pacers—Dr Drake
Ramoray will try to make fans of the popular sitcom Friends happy. Named after a
fictional Soap Opera character played by
Matt LeBlanc, the horse is coming off a
seasonal best 1:53 mark. His competition
could come from Dan D Dude, the 2-1 morning line favorite.
The Saturday Hawthorne card gets underway at 7:00 p.m. Central time and will feature
a $20,000 guaranteed pick four in race nine.

No Standardbred racing until May 2017 at Hawthorne
The Chicago standardbred schedule will
continue to shrink in 2017.
Hawthorne Race Course, which became
the only standardbred game in town
after the sister tracks Balmoral Park and
Maywood Park went out of business late in
2015, hasn’t reapplied for the 22-program
winter meeting that it held this year from
Jan. 8 through Feb. 6.
If the Illinois Racing Board rubber
stamps Hawthorne’s request as expected,
there will be no racing from Sept. 25, when
the current 4 1/2-month meeting ends,
until May 11, when a comparable 80-plus
program meeting begins.
“Hawthorne had been telling us for
quite a while that there would be no winter
meet,” said Anthony Somone, Executive
Director of the Illinois Harness Horsemen’s Association. “We’re not happy about
it but we understand.
“We’ve got to stay positive and focus
on getting legislative help. We’re going to
continue to try to get a winter meet.”
This year’s winter meeting marked the

return of the standardbreds to Hawthorne
for the first time since 2008 and it was
preceded and followed by the track’s
spring and fall thoroughbred meetings.
“It’s a little different (in 2017) because
(in 2016) they were coming off the end of
the meeting at Balmoral and the timing
worked out for them to continue to race,”
said Jim Miller, Hawthorne’s Director of
Publicity. “At the same time it was a hardship for the thoroughbred horsemen who
were stabled here and didn’t have a track
to train on.
“This year these harness horsemen
are going to have the opportunity to find
other locations when our meeting ends
and we will be able to offer our thoroughbred horsemen a track to train on before
our spring meet (tentatively scheduled to
begin March 3). Also, not paying purses
over the course of a winter meet means
we’re going to have more purse money
available for the summer.”
Since 1968 the Illinois harness racing
schedule perennially encompassed from 11

to 12 months. The 88 programs Hawthorne
is requesting are the fewest on the Chicago
circuit since the late 1940s.
The proposed 2017 schedule is in
stark contrast to that of 25 years ago
when Hawthorne held a 51-day meeting
consisting of 80 programs, thanks to daynight double-headers galore. That year
Balmoral held 142 programs; Maywood
141 and Sportsman’s Park 122, giving the
Chicago circuit a total of 485 programs.
Somone pointed out that in addition
there were many opportunities for harness
horsemen elsewhere in Illinois: in 1992
Quad City Downs had a 70-night meeting
and Fairmount Park offered 66 programs.
(Quad City Downs is now defunct and
racing at Fairmount is confined to the
thoroughbreds.)
Balmoral, meanwhile, this summer was
purchased for $16 million by a New York
firm, Horse Shows in the Sun, which is
reconfiguring the track to hold jumping
events, starting next spring.

--Neil Milbert

AT THE TRACK
By Darin Zoccali
@AtTheTrack7
To couple or not to couple? That is the
question.
One thing that horse racing is full of are
issues that can be argued equally well on
both sides. The coupling of entries is one of
those issues.
However, like many other issues, there
are times where situations present themselves taking the issue to an extreme and
therefore looking ridiculous.
The issue of coupling horses as a betting
entry was a tool implemented into racing
decades ago. The thought process was, if
a trainer or owner is entering more than
one horse in the same race, he knows which
one of the two is better and may exploit that
fact by using the other horse tactically as
a pawn to help the chances of his “better”
horse. The purpose of coupling the horses
into one betting entry is to protect those
betting on the “other horse,” so that even if
he isn’t given a chance to win and the star
horse does win, the bettor is protected and
rewarded.
In thoroughbred racing the terminology
used for this is “rabbit.” It is something
that we have seen in racing in Europe for
generations. A trainer has an excellent
horse who’s preferred racing style is to
close from well off the pace, so the trainer
enters a less accomplished horse to show
speed and ensure that his better horse has a
fast pace to rally into. In essence, the rabbit
is sacrificed so the better horse has an even
better chance of winning.
Sadly this is done at the expense of the
other horse the trainer entered. Often
a quality horse by himself, this horse is
used merely to ensure speed and is never
really given a chance to win. In the United
States, there was a Breeders Cup winning
turf horse named Better Talk Now, who
was almost always entered with his rabbit,
Shake The Bank. There are times when
the rabbit worked and times that it didn’t.
There were also times where it failed
so badly that Shake The Bank actually
finished in front of Better Talk Now. Sadly,

Taking a closer look at
tag-team horse racing
Shake The Bank was a talented horse that
would have been a consistent grade three
competitor if allowed to run in the races
that suited his ability. He rarely got that
chance.
A couple of week ago at Saratoga, in the
Sword Dancer Invitational, a grade one turf
race, Chad Brown had the favorite and the
best turf horse in the United States, Flintshire. He entered a far less-accomplished
allowance runner in the race as well as a
rapidly improving horse trying grade one
company for the first time. None of the
horses were coupled. The least accomplished of the three horses was used as a
rabbit, while the other two benefited from
the fast pace and finished first and second.
In addition, it seemed as though the jockey
of the rabbit angled off the rail to allow his
stablemate to pass him without having to
wheel around horses and therefore won the
race. Yes, he may have won anyway, but
that’s not the point. The point is the betting
public was never protected and those who
wagered on the “rabbit,” who didn’t know
the horse was being used that way, lost
their money the moment the gates opened.
Interestingly, there is far less coupling
in thoroughbred racing than standardbred
racing. But there are far more examples
of “tag-team tactics” in the thoroughbred
game. You can vividly recall each time a
Standardbred race appeared to contain
horses from the same stable working
together. This issue came up in 2014 when
Jimmy Takter’s fillies appeared to be, let’s
say, not racing against each other in the
two starts prior to the Hambletonian Oaks.
It caused a bit of an uproar in the industry and social media, and the subject of
coupling horses was raised.
But harness racing often falls on the
other side of the spectrum, in that at times
harness racing is protecting it’s bettors to a
fault. On a recent Sunday at Tioga Downs,
an eight-horse field in a $55,000 stakes
race was limited to three betting interests
when six of the horses were coupled due

to common ownership. The result was an
un-bettable race with win wagering and
horizontal exotics only. This is the other
extreme. The rule in New York states that
a stakes race must carry a purse of $100,000
for horses to be uncoupled, which begs the
question, doesn’t that imply that the higher
the purse of a stakes race, the less-likely
there will be tag-team tactics used? I would
think just the opposite. I would think
that a trainer would be far more likely to
try to improve his best horse’s chances of
winning a race for $1 Million rather than
$50,000.
So once again we have rules that are not
uniform in every state. They are trying to
serve a righteous purpose, but are being
implemented in completely the wrong way.
There are two things that racing can do
without having to couple the entries and
therefore improve the wagering appeal of
the race. Simply put, if the judges determine that a horse was used in a way that
was not in the true spirit of trying to win
the race, but rather to enhance the chances
of another horse, not only is he disqualified and un-placed, but so is the horse that
benefited from those tactics. Or, the judges
can levy such stern penalties in the form of
fines and suspensions that no driver would
risk accepting a mount on a horse in which
the trainer instructed the driver (or jockey)
that he is not trying to win, but rather
trying to help his other horse win.
Beyond that, an idea was presented
where the horse who will be used as a rabbit
can be declared that when entered. While
that idea has merit, what happens when
the horse entered as the rabbit wins? You
can’t disqualify a horse for trying to win
the race and if you do, then the horse can’t
be wagered on and must be barred from the
pools, which defeats the purpose.
If a rule were implemented and the judges
were vigilant in disqualifying the beneficiaries of tag-team tactics, it is something
that would never have to be debated again.
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Brian Brown has two shots at Pennsylvania colt championship
By Jay Bergman
The Pennsylvania Sire Stakes competition
for juveniles has become a high stakes game
where only the best can survive. On Sunday
afternoon, Harrah’s Philadelphia hosts the
finals for the freshmen with $252,000 on the
line in each of four divisions. Trainer Brian
Brown’s focus will be on the 12th race of the
program where his pair of pacing colts bookend the field of eight. Fear The Dragon and
Downbytheseaside go for the gold in this
highly anticipated final.
“I’m not too crazy about the post positions,”
Brown said on Wednesday. “Harrah’s is a
speed track and it’s not that easy to spring
out from the rail.”
Fear The Dragon, a winner in four of his
six starts this year, landed the pole position
with David Miller set to drive. The son of
Dragon Again hasn’t had this good a draw in
his entire career, but that hasn’t kept him out
of the winner’s circle. Early on in the series
of races, it was apparent Fear The Dragon
had ability when he scored in 1:50 3/5 in the
second leg at The Meadows.
“You don’t prepare them to go in 1:50,” said
Brown, “But you have to be ready. After that
race I was more concerned with how he came
out of it.”
Fear The Dragon has come out of his races
well and the trainer believes he’s ready for
the final.
“He’s an average to small sized horse,” said
Brown, “But the best thing about him is his
attitude.”
Brown confessed that he’s been dealing
with some issues with Downbytheseaside,
a son of Somebeachsomewhere. The colt
captured two legs of the Sire Stakes series
and most recently finished third after racing
a long mile at The Meadows on August 27.

Chris Gooden

Fear The Dragon will start from post one in the $252,000 pacing colt championship.
Like his stablemate, Downbytheseaside has
shown extreme speed as evidenced by a 1:51
score in July.
Brown said that during early training
Downbytheseaside routinely finished ahead
of his stablemate but now it appears the two
are very close in talent.
“I think Ray’s (Schnittker) horse, Huntsville, is the horse to beat,” said Brown. “He
paced in 1:50 but Fear The Dragon wasn’t so
far off of him that day.”
Huntsville landed post five in the field with
his stablemate Summer Side drawing post
four. The final is loaded with horses that can
go and since there hasn’t been one dominant
horse, the race sets up as one that could see a

lot of activity.
Boogie Shuffle (post three) did not win
in any of the four preliminary legs but he
showed high speed leaving and finishing
behind Huntsville in the 1:50-clocked mile.
Normandy Beach (post two) may be a sleeper
that driver Yannick Gingras could awaken for
the final. The son of Somebeachsomewhere has
drawn poorly throughout the series, but from
post two could be in line for a good journey.
Rounding out the field are The Wall (post 6)
and Western Joe (post 7).
Harrah’s Philadelphia’s Sunday 14-race
program has a first post of 12:40 p.m. with the
four Pennsylvania Sire Stakes finals scheduled as races 9 through 12.

